[A novel online process monitoring method based on near infrared spectroscopy and its application to the column chromatographic separation for traditional Chinese medicine].
Near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a process analysis and monitoring tool with many advantages, while it needs to set up quantitative or discriminative calibration models in advance, and needs to adjust these models when the process conditions are varied, which makes it difficult for ordinary user to take its full advantage of it. To tackle this problem, this paper presented a novel, simple and model-free methodology for online process monitoring based on two reciprocal viewpoints of measuring the variability of spectroscopy-both the similarity and dissimilarity of process spectrum, i.e., the adaptive moving window standard deviation function(AMWSW) and similarity function(S). The methodology was validated by a column chromatography process of traditional Chinese medicine using near infrared spectroscopy. The online trend curves of AMWSW and S obtained by proposed method were validated by a comparison with the content variation curves of multiple indicative components analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and these trend curves demonstrated their potential for real-time process status monitoring, accurately determining the beginning point, the peak point, the end point of the elution, and the phase change from water solution to ethanol solution. The proposed methodology can also be used to other process analysis techniques, such as ultraviolet/visible, infrared, Raman, fluorescence, chromatograph and mass spectrum.